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Task Transfer by a Developmental Robot
Yilu Zhang, Member, IEEE, and Juyang Weng, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Scaffolding is a process of transferring learned skills
to new and more complex tasks through arranged experience
in open-ended development. In this paper, we propose a devel-
opmental learning architecture that enables a robot to transfer
skills acquired in early learning settings to later more complex
task settings. We show that a basic mechanism that enables this
transfer is sequential priming combined with attention, which is
also the driving mechanism for classical conditioning, secondary
conditioning, and instrumental conditioning in animal learning. A
major challenge of this work is that training and testing must be
conducted in the same program operational mode through online,
real-time interactions between the agent and the trainers. In
contrast with former modeling studies, the proposed architecture
does not require the programmer to know the tasks to be learned
and the environment is uncontrolled. All possible perceptions and
actions, including the actual number of classes, are not available
until the programming is finished and the robot starts to learn
in the real world. Thus, a predesigned task-specific symbolic
representation is not suited for such an open-ended developmental
process. Experimental results on a robot are reported in which
the trainer shaped the behaviors of the agent interactively, con-
tinuously, and incrementally through verbal commands and other
sensory signals so that the robot learns new and more complex
sensorimotor tasks by transferring sensorimotor skills learned in
earlier periods of open-ended development.

Index Terms—Attention, classical conditioning, incremental
learning, instrumental conditioning, mental architecture, mental
development, multitask learning, online learning, scaffolding, skill
transfer.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE WORK reported here is inspired by animal learning
models. However, due to the state of knowledge, we do

not intend to fit detailed biological data. Although a lot is known
about the brain, the knowledge for an agent-wise design is still
sparse, especially with regard to development.

Let us consider major existing work on computational mod-
eling of animal learning.

A. Studies on Computational Modeling of Animal Learning

Classical conditioning [1] and instrumental conditioning [2]
are two well-studied models of animal learning. In machine
learning, there have been many models that explore their use for
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machines [3]–[6]. See [7] for an excellent survey. Some of these
models have been implemented on robots. For example, in [8]
and [9] a robot functioned upon a set of percepts and behaviors
that were defined in advance. In [10], a mobile robot learned to
associate the visual sensations of predefined classes (blob and
stripe patterns on cubes) with predefined action sequences.

These studies have greatly advanced computational under-
standing of animal learning. They are meant for situations where
the human programmer is given a task so that he can design part
of the agent’s internal representation, including feature detec-
tors and internal states. For example, the type of features are
predetermined from the known environmental conditions. Al-
ternatively, the task to be learned is known so that one can de-
fine internal variables such as the symbol “US-food” as a type
of unconditional stimulus and the symbol “UR-salivation” for
a type of unconditional response. Indeed, a major characteristic
of traditional AI or recognition systems is that the implemen-
tation starts from a given task, so that internal symbolic rep-
resentation is possible. Different learning strategies and algo-
rithms have developed after the human designer analyzes the
task specifically. In other words, traditional man-made systems
depend largely on human intelligence in designing task-level
symbolic representation.

Both natural and artificial intelligences face a fundamental
challenge in understanding and modeling development in which
an agent (human or robot) must learn tasks that were not nec-
essarily predictable at birth (for humans) or during the pro-
gramming time (for machines), to such a full degree that the
genome or hand-design is sufficient for storing full task-specific
representation [11], [12]. For example, in traditional automatic
speech recognition by a computer, speech streams for training
are manually segmented by humans into linguistic units (e.g.,
words) so that a particular hidden Markov model (HMM) that
is hand-designed for this word receives only samples of a single
word during training.

Task transfer, by definition, is the transfer of learned skills to
new and different task contexts. In the work reported here, we in-
vestigated task transfer through development in which the tasks
are unknown during the programming time, analogous to human
learning where the tasks that a baby will end up learning are not
fully predictable at birth. All of the tasks, to be learned or to be
executed, are invoked by the corresponding contexts, during an
open-ended learning process. The contexts are either provided
by the environment (including human teachers) or the agent it-
self. By open-ended learning, in this paper, we mean that the
system must maintain real-time speed while the memory grows
large (i.e., logarithmic time complexity); the tasks to be learned
are unknown during the programming time, but are restricted to
sensorimotor skills only.

In such a developmental process, in contrast with the tradi-
tional work, no symbolic internal representation is applicable.
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The internal representation are self-generated and self-orga-
nized vectors, representing clusters similar to neural response
patterns. The learning takes place while the agent interacts
with the unknown environment by sensing real-time sensory
streams directly. For example, the number of speakers, the
number of words and phrases, the required association between
the sensory inputs and behaviors, and even the tasks that are
to be learned are unknown during the programming time. The
required internal self-organization is very challenging.

B. Representation and Architecture

For this type of open ended learning, symbolic representations
is not suited for internal representation for two major reasons. (1)
The meaning of every symbol is understood by the programmer.
However, he is not available to call up the correct symbol (e.g., a
node in a Markov model) to link with the dynamically occurring
environmental event so that the sensory event is attributed
correctly to the correct element of internal representation.
(2) The static hand-designed symbolic representation as a
whole is not sufficient for an open-ended number of tasks.
For example, a fixed set of nodes in a HMM cannot adapt well
to the increasing and changing degrees of internal freedom
required by an open-ended number of tasks learned through
development.

We desire to synthesize an architecture with internally
varying degrees of freedom to deal with learning directly from
sensory streams. Unlike a major goal in psychology which aims
to analyze different types of animal learning using different
models (e.g., classical conditioning and instrumental condi-
tioning) [5], [13], [14], the goal here is to synthesize a single
architecture that incorporates various learning modes including
classical conditioning, instrumental conditioning, task transfer,
and so on, to learn an open-ended number of unknown tasks
without using any internal symbolic representation. This goal is,
of course, too challenging to be addressed in its full scale here,
since there are many puzzles of the brain that are unknown.
Therefore, we restrict ourselves only to sensorimotor skills that
do not require an extended high-level thinking process. For
example, the temporal length of the sensory context vector is
limited to around 2 s.

C. Architecture Challenges

However, even the sensorimotor skill development is very
challenging for this type of open-ended learning, since we must
enable machines to learn directly from raw sensory streams for
unknown tasks.

In the psychological and robotics literature, classical con-
ditioning (without reinforcer) [1], [5], [7], instrumental con-
ditioning (with positive or negative reinforcer) [6], [9], [15],
[16], and extinction (absence of expected reward) [1], [17]–[19]
are described by different learning models, although there have
been studies that investigate the effect of reinforcer on classical
conditioning, e.g., [20]. These models do not explain why and
how a single complex brain architecture displays such a wide
variety of learning types.

In an open-ended sensorimotor development, the system does
not associate labels with actions, since no label is available from
widely varying, raw, numeric sensory inputs. Without a symbol

to supervise their grouping, how can different utterances from
different speakers of auditory streams be correctly associated
with the desired behaviors?

A human does not speak the same way every time. The
learner does not know how many classes of verbal utterances
are available, and the number of classes increases through
developmentwithoutadefinitebound.Howdoesthelearnerknow
which utterances belong to the same type without even knowing
how many types there are? Furthermore, the utterance is not
temporally segmented in normal human learning. Where does a
meaningfulutterancestart andwheredoes itendinanopen-ended
sensory stream? Without such information to guide the temporal
segmentation, how can the learner break the endless sensory
stream into meaningful segments so that each segment will be
linked to a desired behavior? If different segments are segmented
incorrectly, how does the learner measure the similarity of
different segments? If a particular utterance is associated with
a desired action, how can other similar utterances be associated
with the same desired action without excessive amounts of
explicit learning? Such difficulties were addressed by Zhang
et al., where many-to-many mapping, from multiple sensory
inputs to multiple patters of internal representation, is reliably
established dynamically in real-time. Further, many-to-one
mapping, from multiple patterns of internal representation to
a single correct action, is established dynamically in real-time,
through supervised learning or reinforcement learning. In the
work presented here, such difficulties are further dealt with
when learned sensorimotor skills must be used in new contexts
for new tasks.

As the focus of this paper, let us consider task transfer,
which is the capability of autonomously applying what has
been learned in one context to new contexts (or new tasks) [22].
Task transfer is more than memorizing and learning. Here is
an example. Suppose that a tiger in a circus has learned two
skills: (1) Jump onto a table top immediately after hearing
the command “Table!” from the trainer. (2) Jump through a
fire ring immediately after hearing a “Ring!” command. The
new task is to perform (1) and (2) in sequence after hearing
a new command, “Start!,” without the stepwise commands of
“Table!” and “Ring!” As far as we know, there has been no
other published work that deals with task transfer in the context
of open-ended development.

There are many challenges in this new type of learning, from
concept, to theory, to architecture, to algorithm, to implemen-
tation. At this early stage of research, the goal of the work re-
ported here is not to achieve the recognition rate or vocabulary
size comparable to the best speech recognition systems using
the traditional training methods. Instead, the goal is to explore
concepts, theory, architecture, algorithms, implementation, and
experiments for developmental robots.

In the following sections, we first describe the new concepts,
theory, the design principles and the major challenges for
the implementation. A single-level learning architecture is
presented in Section III followed by a multilevel architecture
in Section IV. The latter is crucial for “abstraction” from a
wide variation of signals in the real world. Experiments on a
real-time system and the SAIL robot are reported in Sections V
and VI, respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
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II. CONCEPTS AND THEORY

Symbolically, classical conditioning has been described as
the following so-called acquisition procedure (A.P.):

where CS stands for conditioned stimuli (e.g., tone), US for un-
conditioned stimuli (e.g., food), UR for unconditioned response
(e.g., salivation), CR for conditioned response (e.g., salivation),

means “followed by,” and means “develops.” Other con-
ditioning protocols that have been widely studied include sec-
ondary conditioning, where one CS is preceded by another CS

and instrumental conditioning, where the association between
a stimulus ( ) and a response ( ) is affected by the following
positive or negative reinforcement (reward).

These models have been very useful for understanding animal
learning. However, they are not meant to describe how the brain
deals with these and other different types of learning without
being told explicitly what type of learning is in the mind of the
teacher. If the type of learning were revealed to the brain ex-
plicitly by some magic force before the learning takes place, the
brain could have used a dedicated part of itself to deal with this
particular type of learning. However, there is no evidence for
such a magic force that tells the brain whether the next learning
experience will be classical conditioning, instrumental condi-
tioning, task transfer, etc. The brain must develop to deal with
all types of learning using a single, highly complex architecture.

Further, these models tend to characterize some specific
aspects of a very complex process. This is fine for the purpose
of a focused study, but many other aspects must be incorporated
if one must build a developmental system that can demonstrate
certain capabilities, even limited ones, of development and
learning in largely unknown environments, while being faced
with learning unknown tasks. For example, one such aspect is
selective attention. Traditionally, task-related information is
manually extracted for symbolic description as in A.P. (1) and
(2), without modeling why only this information is relevant
among many other environmental stimuli and bodily internal
signals (e.g., motor signals).

A. A Unified Sensorimotor Model

We do not intend to propose an architecture that can explain
all the details of the central nervous system; that is impossible
at this state of knowledge. The computational modeling is not
meant to be biologically proven. Instead, we intend to design
a unified architecture that can explain some major types of
learning that are well known in psychology, neural science,
and machine learning. We relate the discussion with biological
computation in a loose way, wherever appropriate, hoping that
such modeling can, in the future, be biologically proved or
disproved.

According to Vygotsky’s theory of zone of proximal devel-
opment (ZPD) [23], human teachers typically “arrange expe-
rience,” rather than teaching didactically. The ZPD proposed
by Vygotsky is a latent learning gap between what a child can

Fig. 1. A developmental agent is a real-time predictor. At any time, the agent
has four types of context. It maps the last context (vector)
to the selected primed (context) vector from multiple
possible primed contexts.

do on his or her own and what can be done with the help of a
teacher. Arranged experience, as explained in the above tiger
training example, enables the learner to establish desired asso-
ciations. Later, Wood et al. [24] used the term “scaffolding” to
describe such an instructional support through which a child can
extend or construct current skills to higher levels of competence.
Through this process, the scaffolding (arranged experience) is
slowly removed. The tiger in the above example eventually is
able to perform a very complex sequence of performance in a
circus from a “Start” command of the trainer, without further
assistance from the trainer.

Weng [25] proposed that a major computational function of
the central nervous system is to perform real-time prediction (or
priming), as shown in Fig. 1.

At each time instant , the attended working memory stores
the last context, which is a high-dimensional vector (i.e., a re-
sponse pattern of the cortex)

(3)

which includes the last sensation vector at time and the
last action vector at time , both represent response patterns
of the related cortex. From the last context, the sensorimotor
system predicts the primed context

(4)

which consists of the primed sensation vector and the
primed action vector . To take into account instrumental
conditioning, different regions of the brain provide multiple dif-
ferent primed contexts

(5)

where is a multivector regression function, carried out by the
central nervous system. The value function in sensorimotor
system selects one desired context at the current time

(6)

However, this real-time prediction model of a sensorimotor
system is not sufficient to take into account internal loops in the
sensorimotor system that are required to realize various learning
types, including the internal autonomous “thinking” process,
e.g., thinking about “food” when hearing a familiar “paired”
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Fig. 2. The mapping of the sensorimotor system enables various types of au-
tonomous reasoning depending on which source the mapping selects as the at-
tended last context.

tone during classical conditioning. Weng [25], [26] proposed
an agent model called self-aware self-effecting (SASE) to take
into account the need to perceive internal brain activities (e.g.,
predicted sensation) and the need to affect internal brain activ-
ities (e.g., selective attention). With this agent model, the term
“internal” refers to the sensorimotor system and the term “ex-
ternal” means outside of the sensorimotor system. To facilitate
understanding, the SASE model will be used in this work, but
the model itself is not a part of the work reported here.

The regressor, , denoted as a mapping realized by the senso-
rimotor, takes as input two types of last context: internal (from
within sensorimotor) and external (from outside sensorimotor,
i.e., the agent body and other parts of the environment), as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. The mapping includes an attention selector

performed by earlier sensory cortex and the regressor per-
formed by later association cortex. The intermodal attention by

determines whether the corresponding sensorimotor associa-
tion in the reasoning process is external, internal, or mixed (both
internal and external are taken into account at the same time).

This SASE agent model is general, with the potential of being
able to model sensorimotor processes and high-level processes
suchasautonomousreasoningandautonomousplanning,see[27,
pp. 157–158]. However, higher level reasoning processes are be-
yond the scope of this work. We concentrate on task transfer here.

Fig. 3 explains why classical conditioning and instrumental
conditioning are special cases of the general prediction function
of the sensorimotor system.

Each circle in Fig. 3 denotes a set of many context vectors
(response patterns) at a particular discrete time , .
Two cycles aligned vertically denote two sets of contexts, sen-
sation and action, respectively, at the same time. Observed tem-
poral association is between a particular context vector in one set
with another particular context vector in the other set. As shown
in the figure, repeated pairings between the last context and the
primed context not only establish reliable short-time-separation
(or primary) associations denoted by solid lines in the figure, but
also long-time-separation (or secondary) associations denoted
by the dashed lines. Such long-time-separation associations are
always from left to right (time separation), but they can start
from either the upper row (attend to sensation) or the lower row
(attend to action) and end at either the upper row (predicted sen-
sation), the lower row (recall action), or both (mixed sensation
and action as predicted context). The challenging issue of cor-
tical generalization is to generalize from vector-to-vector asso-
ciation to reliable set-to-set association while the set is not ex-
plicitly given.

Fig. 3. Context prediction of the sensorimotor system enables classical condi-
tioning, instrumental conditioning, and task transfer. Each circle in the figure in-
dicates a set of many corresponding states (clustering vectors, i.e., similar neural
response patterns), represented by the best matched (“resonate”) contexts in the
long-term memory. From left to right is the passing time. Solid arrows denote
short-time-separation associations between a set of vectors to another set of vec-
tors. Dashed arrows denote autonomously learned association through time.

In fact, the situation of nonsymbolic representation is more
challenging than what is plotted in Fig. 3. The vectors do not
cluster within individual cycles as shown for simplicity, but
rather, they spread out continuously in the sensory space, as
shown in Fig. 4(a). IHDR [28], [29]1 is used to automatically
divide the high-dimensional regions into many small regions,
while disregarding irrelevant dimensions. Every small region
is represented by a few microclusters, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
The underlying developmental mechanisms will be explained
in Section II-E.

B. Task Transfer

Task transfer is achieved through communicative learning, as
proposed in [25], which includes two phases: 1) language (or
sensorimotor-skill) acquisition and 2) learning using language
(or using sensorimotor skills), i.e., transfer.

In the sensorimotor-skill acquisition phase, the SAIL robot
learned to associate last context with the primed context ,

, denoted as

(7)

They are called basic skills. In the learning using sensorimotor-
skill phase, the basic skills are transferred to new settings for
more complex sensorimotor skills. A new context is the en-
vironmental cue to trigger a sequence of desired sensorimotor
events

(8)

without a hint cue , at the right time. In other
words, the basic sensorimotor skills learned in the early phases
indicated by (7) cannot simply be copied without any change.

1IHDR stands for incremental hierarchical discriminant regression. A brief
discussion on IHDR is given in Section II-E.
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Fig. 4. Automatically sort out a temporal mess for superior local invariance.
A sign, , , , or , indicates an input sample , whose position indi-
cates the position of in the input space and whose sign type indicates the cor-
responding output. An arrow indicates consecutive firing between two time
steps. (a) A mess of temporal transitions: A 2-D illustration of many-to-many
temporal trajectories of samples (consecutively firing neuron patterns) in the
original high-dimensional continuous sensory space. (b) Cleaner transitions be-
tween fewer primitive prototypes (black circles), enabled by IHDR. A solid line
indicates a most discriminating subspace of IHDR with a significantly reduced
dimension, illustrated as 1-D. A solid black cycle indicates a primitive proto-
type in the leaf node of IHDR. The samples indicated by the signs, , , , and

are not kept by the IHDR tree.

Since the contexts are different, the basic skills must be used as
building blocks to build more complex tasks indicated by (8). In
the new complex task, the basic skills have also been modified
(i.e., transferred) so that they are used for the new contexts, e.g.,

must be associated with instead of the original ,
.

C. Required Mechanisms

Let us consider an example that is concrete but still general
enough to see the underlying mechanism and the general power
of task transfer. The previous acquired skills are the coupling of
receiving the (verbal) command with action output

The (verbal) command is spoken in a natural setting and may
be produced by different speakers. The action is the desired
motor sequence in response to , , 2, 3, 4. In this sensori-
motor-skill acquisition phase, any type of learning can be used.
In our experiment, this is done by stating a verbal command and
then guiding the compliant robot arm (through microswitches)
to perform the corresponding action. , , , and corre-
spond to auditory inputs “upper,” “lower,” “left,” and “right,” re-
spectively. , , , and correspond to the desired motor
sequences to draw the upper, lower, left, and right petals of a
flower, respectively. This is a process of acquisition of sensori-
motor skills in an embodied, incremental and real-time fashion.

With the same developmental program continuously learning,
the next session implicitly in the mind of the human teacher is
to use the acquired language (or sensorimotor) skills to learn
more complex sensorimotor behaviors. For example, the teacher

wants to give a new command, e.g., , and, he desires that the
robot obey by executing actions , , , , consecutively,
and then stopping. However, the robot has only learned to re-
spond to command with action and at the end of action

, it stops.
The key in making the transfer possible is to bring the desired

contexts into a close temporal neighborhood, i.e., scaffolding as
analyzed by Vygotsky [23]. This is a typical teaching method
carried out by providing a hint at the right time and letting the
priming mechanism work. For example, when the teacher states

, which the machine does not understand and invokes no ac-
tion, the teacher next states the verbal command immediately
so that the verbal command brings the associated action into
close temporal proximity of , as formulated below

The priming mechanism of -learning [30], through the pro-
totype updating queue in our architecture to be explained later,
backpropagates the context through state-transition traces so
that the prototype of the context primes not only the sensory
context but also action , denoted as

(9)

where indicates that both the sensory context and the
action context are primed. In other words, after a few prac-
tices, the agent will recall sensation and action as soon
as it receives sensory context . According to the operation of
the architecture, the action is executed. This developmental
learning process is denoted as

(10)

This is the second phase of communicative learning: learning
using acquired sensorimotor skills. This type of learning is typ-
ically more efficient than exploration since the desired action

is hinted directly by the human teacher, instead of based on
trying all possible actions using, e.g., Boltzmann exploration.
For example, when knowledge has been discovered, learning
from a seminar is more efficient than rediscovery through ex-
ploration. Although only sensorimotor skills are involved here,
the principle is the same.

Furthermore, this is not the traditional supervised learning in
the following sense: The information about the desired output
is not fed through the effector channel, but instead through the
regular sensory channel, which can contain any other environ-
mental information.

To build the later actions, the tail context of serves a sim-
ilar role as if the teacher states verbal command as soon
as ends. Analogously, after a few practices, we have

An important mechanism that is needed for the success of such
learning is the intermodal attention mechanism: attend to or

in (9), as illustrated in Fig. 2. The value system for inter-
modal attention behavior is such that more novel context is at-
tended in the absence of aversive and appetitive stimuli [31].
is more novel than since its sequence ended later than .
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D. Generality of the Sensorimotor Prediction Model

It is important to note that the symbols in the above model
are not symbols in the internal representation. Each context cor-
responds to one of the many possible patterns of responses of
the related cortex. There is no symbol at all in our biologi-
cally motivated internal representation. All the representations
are numeric vectors, namely, patterns of cortical responses. That
is why the agent is able to develop its more complex sensori-
motor skills from simpler sensorimotor skills that are learned
early. Such a developmental process involves not only interac-
tions with the environment (including teachers) but also the ac-
tive participation of the agent.

From the above discussion, we can see that although different
types of learning may involve very different areas of the brain,
classical conditioning, instrumental conditioning, and task
transfer share the same computational nature: prediction of a
context from the last context as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Classical conditioning predicts an action from attended ex-
ternal sensation. Instrumental conditioning predicts the sensa-
tion from the attended last sensation and last action and then
uses the value system to select the attended action depending
on the estimated value of the predicted sensation. Task transfer
is a multistage prediction of primed context from attended last
context. Of course, task transfer can evolve the value system
so that certain associations can be encouraged (using reward)
or discouraged (using punishment). Therefore, classical condi-
tioning, instrumental conditioning, and task transfer can all be
described by the prediction model in Fig. 1, if its sensorimotor
system has an attention selection, as shown in Fig. 2 and a value
system defined in (6).

If an architecture can implement the prediction of primed
contexts from the last context and use value to select a primed
context, the resulting developmental program can continuously
run to acquire more and more sensorimotor skills without the
need to redesign the program, even though the tasks that the
agent ends up learning in the future are unknown to the pro-
grammer. Of course, in practice, there exist many technical chal-
lenges in implementing this theoretical model by a machine.

E. Technical Challenges and Developmental Mechanisms

To enable open-ended scaffolding through development, the
training and test phases must be conducted in the same opera-
tional mode through online real-time interactions between the
robot and the environment (including the teacher).

The technical challenges for achieving task transfer are nu-
merous. To be self-contained, we first summarize the challenges
that have been addressed in our prior work, which is followed
by the major challenge and resolutions specifically reported in
this paper.

1) Continuous High-Dimensional Sensory Space: Since we
deal with raw sensory streams, the dimension of is as high as
hundreds or thousands, if audition or vision is involved, respec-
tively. Further, the number of possible vectors of last context

is potentially infinite. The space of all possible last contexts
is

(11)

Fig. 5. (I) The SAIL robot house built at Michigan State University.
(II) Behaviors represented as gripper tip trajectories of the SAIL robot. (a)–(d)
Basic skills as petal drawing, each of which starts from the black dot. (e)–(g)
Drawings consists of more than one petal, as skills developed through multiple
task transfers.

Much of the space is, however, never sensed. For example, the
vectors of the last context must correspond to natural sounds that
humans typically hear. We need a developmental mechanism
that automatically finds the manifolds in which the input data
lie, for both efficiency of representation (small cortical regions)
and better generalization from fewer samples.

We model self-organization in the cortex using IHDR [28],
[29], as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Each node in the IHDR tree corresponds to a cortical region.
The space of last contexts , represented as -dimensional vec-
tors, is first partitioned coarsely by the root of the IHDR tree.
The root partitions the space into subregions ( in the
figure), each corresponds to one of its children. Each child
partitions its own smaller region into subregions again. Such
a coarse-to-fine partition recursively divides input space into in-
creasingly small input regions through the developmental expe-
rience. The neurons (called -clusters) in each node corre-
sponds to a set of feature detectors. With incrementally arriving
input vectors , these neurons perform competitive incre-
mental updates, until they are mature enough to spawn children,
determined by the number of samples received by the node.

The incremental self-organization in each node uses a variant
of the well-known statistical technique called the linear discrim-
inant analysis (LDA), so that the neurons in each node de-
tect the most discriminant features (MDFs). By most discrimi-
nating, we mean that these features “best explain” the between-
class variance in the input space (region) of the node, where the
class ID are incrementally formed clusters in the output space.
LDA implies that all input components that are irrelevant to
output (e.g., background pixels in face images where IDs are
person IDs) are automatically disregarded for better generaliza-
tion using a small tree (cortical areas). This requires that -clus-
ters are formed according to class-labels, but numeric outputs do
not provide explicit class labels.

To resolve this missing-label problem, IHDR incrementally
forms clusters, called -clusters, in the output space for each
internal node. The -clusters are formed according to the -part
of the teaching pairs. The virtual label of according
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Fig. 6. Illustration of an IHDR tree incrementally developed (self-organized) from experience. The sensory space is represented by sensory input vectors, denoted
by “ .” The sensory space is repeatedly partitioned in a coarse-to-fine way. The upper level and lower level represent the same sensory space, but the lower level
partitions the space finer than the upper level does. An ellipse indicates the space that the neuron at the center is responsible for. Each node (cortical region) has

feature detectors (neurons) ( in the figure), which collectively determine which child node (cortical region) the current sensory input belongs to (excites).
An arrow indicates a possible path of the signal flow. In every leaf node, prototypes (marked by “ ”) are kept, each of which is associated with the desired motor
output.

to the nearest -cluster, provides the class label information for
the corresponding to perform supervised (labeled) clustering.
Therefore, the dimensional hyperplane that passes the cen-
ters of the -clusters are the MDF feature space. Each input
vector is projected onto this -dimensional feature sub-
space in each node. That is why the clusters are presented as
points along a 1-D line (MDF feature subspace) in Fig. 4(b).
The direction orthogonal to the solid lines are disregarded for
better generalization. In practice, typically .

In the MDF subspace, statistically optimal weights are au-
tomatically updated (developed) for every MDF, according to

-dimensional within-class correlation matrices, so that
the partition boundaries resulting from feature detectors are
cut along nonlinear class boundaries as much as possible, which
further leads to better generalization using a small tree (smaller
cortical areas). Illustrated graphically, the solid lines in Fig. 4(b)
point to directions along which the corresponding motor action
greatly changes. The piecewise dashed lines form nonlinear de-
cision boundaries. Different nodes in the same level collectively
tessillate the nonlinear manifold represented by the sensed re-
gion of input space, using an automatically determined number
of cells.

The leaf nodes in the tree (i.e., nodes without children) are
nodes that have not received enough input samples to attain
maturity. Each leaf node keeps microclusters, which
are incrementally created primitive prototypes of received

from its parent node. Each microcluster is the incremental
average of input vectors that the microcluster wins during
similarity-based competition among microclusters. Each mi-
crocluster (neuron) is associated with an output vector ,
which is the incremental average of all the action vectors as-
sociated with input vectors that won over. Therefore, the
continuous input space and the continuous output space are
represented by a hierarchical, discrete number of neurons repre-
sented as an IHDR tree (a pathway of cortical areas). Internally,
there is not a monolithic symbolic representation, but different
internal representations may lead to the same external action.

The IHDR tree, a computational model of related artificial
cortical areas, is grown gradually by being updated (developing)
incrementally with one input vector at a time. During the action
imposed learning, the motor signal imposed by the environment
(teacher) is also used. Given any last context vector , the
coarse-to-fine search through the IHDR tree reaches the “best
matched” microcluster (premotor neuron) which is associated
with the desired action (motor neuron). However, in general,
the output vectors associated with are associated with multiple
primed contexts (neurons) , as indicated in (5).
In summary, IHDR incrementally and quasi-optimally approxi-
mates and generalizes observed associations from arriving sen-
sory inputs. IDHR outperformed feedforward networks, radial
basis functions, and the support vector machines (SVMs) in our
studies. For further detail, the reader is referred to [28] and [29].
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The capability of IHDR is critical for the success of the ar-
chitecture reported here. The feedforward networks with back-
propagation learning and radial basis functions with iterative
adaptation are not suited for the demanding requirements here,
mainly because of their fixed degrees of freedom. The SVM
is not suited either because it is a batch, computationally slow
learning method.

2) Missing the Number of Classes: It is not known how many
meaningful classes exist in the input space. The output is con-
tinuous motor space . Similar to
cortical representation, the number of microclusters in the IHDR
tree is much larger than the number of classes. As long as each
input vector is mapped to the desired motor action ,
there is no need to figure out exactly how many classes there
are in . Unlike the prior work that uses a symbolic representa-
tion, different context vectors that belong to the same class (e.g.,
US-food) are matched to multiple microclusters (premotor neu-
rons), instead of a single symbol.

3) Scalable to Large Memory But Real-Time Speed: The
number of microclusters in the sensory space corresponds to
part of the long-term memory, which can grow very large.
The absolute amount of disk storage of the hard disks is not a
major problem. The major scalability problems are: 1) good
performance and 2) real-time speed. Both are maintained when
the memory size is very large. Due to the dynamically spawning
nodes and self-organization through competition, the terrain
of the input is dynamically covered by the limited resource
based on experience (utility). The performance is scalable since
there is no overfitting or underfitting by a method of a fixed
degree-of-freedom (e.g., backpropagation learning using a
multilayer feedforward network). The scalability with real-time
is guaranteed by the logarithmic time complexity ,
where is the number of nodes in the IHDR tree.

Building upon the IHDR technology, the work reported here
addresses the following challenges in order to accomplish task
transfer through development.

4) Missing Context: The discussions in Section II-B illus-
trate that task transfer requires a prediction mechanism to handle
missing follow-up contexts. For example, on the right side of
A.P. (10), the context has to elicit without the presence of
the context . The well-known -learning algorithm [30] re-
alizes a mechanism to predict the delayed return by backpropa-
gating, for each state-action pair , a time discounted reward
value through the trajectory of consecutive occurred states. We
extended this backpropagation idea. In our model, not only the
reward but also the primed context is backpropagated, thanks
to the numeric representation. The states in the -learning al-
gorithm correspond to the dynamically created and updated mi-
croclusters in the space of last context in (11). As a re-
sult, not only the return but also the sensation and the action
are predicted. The following mechanisms are proposed and ex-
perimented with to address the missing context problem col-
lectively. (1) Double tree mappings (R-tree and P-tree) for im-
mediate and near–future priming (Section III-B). (2) A gating
system to select the appropriate action to fire (Section III-C).
(3) Intermodal attention to determine the desired part of the last
context that actively participate in the sensorimotor association
(Section III-D).

5) Abstraction: While the numeric representation is more
powerful than symbolic representation in describing the neces-
sary details in the sensorimotor association, the challenge is to
generalize the sensorimotor associations without tedious pro-
totype-by-prototype learning. For example, a successful pre-
diction from a particular context vector will not be automat-
ically translated into a successful prediction from other sim-
ilar context vectors. We use a hierarchy of representation with
different granularities to reach gradual soft “abstraction.” The
higher level sensorimotor system has coarser granularity both
in space and in time, and the granularity is not necessarily uni-
form in space and time, as discussed in Section IV.

III. SINGLE-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE

In order to understand the architecture in detail, it is necessary
to mathematically formulate a developmental agent.

A. An Agent Model

By definition, an agent is something that senses and
acts. Suppose that the agent is born at time and
works in discrete times. The history at time is defined as

, which is a realization
of the random process from the “birth” time, where is the
numerical sensory vector sensed by the agent at time , and

is the numerical control vector sent by the agent to its
effectors at time .

The mathematical tool of random process is very useful to
model time-varying signals in the brain even if the signals are
noise-free and not random in nature. As long as the full reasons
(e.g., in the physical world) that give rise to the signals are not
practical to be fully modeled (e.g., the physical reasons are un-
known), a random process model enables the brain to estimate
its distribution using neurons (e.g., each neuron representing
a sensed region of the distribution), as well as other statistical
properties such as the mean of the distribution. In other words,
randomness in a computational model corresponds to a degree
of detail in modeling.

The history includes all of the information available to the
agent from the “birth” time. The last context at time is the re-
cent part of history

. It consists of a short segment of recent experiences of tem-
poral length . Currently in our work, does not change
with and a different is designed for different sensors and
levels. It corresponds to part of working memory.

A state is the internal representation of the last context
in an agent’s internal information environment. It cor-

responds to the best matched prototype from the long-term
memory.

The agent views the world as a general random process called
history. The state gives a more compact representation than a
simple concatenation of the last contexts. Due to sensory uncer-
tainty and partial observation, the state is also a random vector.
The internal state of the input last context is represented as

(12)

where the function dynamically generates and updates states
using: 1) temporal sliding window; 2) attention selection imple-
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Fig. 7. Observation-driven Markov decision process with dynamically gener-
ated states, context-driven state representation, and value-based action genera-
tion. Each state corresponds to patterns of neural response. Note: the state is not
symbolic. It is a vector in a high-dimensional space.

mented as internal action; 3) feature derivation (extraction); and
4) vector quantization. Functions 1) and 2) are implemented by
the agent architecture to be presented. Functions 3) and 4) are
implemented by IHDR which is part of the architecture.

Given any input last context , the IHDR tree is used to search
for the “best matched” microcluster in a leaf node of the tree,
as the state of sensorimotor system. The matched vector is
associated with a list of primed contexts

This is how the regressor in (5) was implemented by IHDR.
Our agent model SAIL has multiple levels. Each level, with

IHDR as its central mapping engine, realizes a mapping from
the state space to the power set of the primed space

, where , , and are
a primed sensation, primed action, and a primed value, respec-
tively, and , , and are their spaces, respectively. In other
words, each level maps each prototype state to a list of primed
sensation-action-value tuples. Collectively, is
called a primed context. The primed sensation (mental image)
is useful for developing a high-level value system and for plan-
ning. The primed action is a possible action at the current state,
and is its value, estimated by the value system.

The overt behavior of the agent is mediated by a value system.
To evaluate the value of each action at each state , a -value
function realizes a mapping , where
is the action space and is a scalar representing the estimated
value. The innate value system is such that at the current state
, the agent executes the action that has the highest estimated

value: .
The above way of modeling a decision process, as shown in

Fig. 7, is called the observation-driven Markov model (ODMM)
[32], [33]. Different from the traditional MDPs and HMMs, all
the states here are numerical instead of symbolic. They are gen-
erated and updated “on-the-fly” from experience. Therefore, it
is called developmental observation-driven MDP. Further, the
state here represents the agent’s internal context, instead of the
state of a world event as in all existing nondevelopmental agents.
However, like -learning, the SAIL robot’s developmental pro-
gram does not estimate the state transition probability, since
otherwise the algorithm is not scalable to large memory: the

Fig. 8. A temporal illustration of the agent model. The last context includes
information from sensors and the status of the agent’s own actions. Depending
on both the last context and the last state, the IHDR finds a new state associated
with a list of primed contexts. The primed context with the highest primed value
is selected and the corresponding primed action part is sent to the motors.

Fig. 9. The cognitive mapping module.

number of probability transitions of states is in the order of
.

Using IHDR, the robot does the following in each execution
cycle at time instance .

1) Collects the last sensation and the last action .
2) Constructs the last context as input to

the IHDR tree.
3) The IHDR tree finds the best matched microcluster of

and denotes it as , which is the current state.
4) Gets the list of primed contexts in , associated with .
5) Chooses the primed contexts with the highest associ-

ated value.
Fig. 8 gives an illustration of this process. The module doing

this job is called a cognitive mapping module (Fig. 9).
With this agent model, we have demonstrated that a robot can

learn the association between a complex percept (such as vision
and audition) and the control signals in real-time [34], [35]. In
these processes, the environment is sensed by a robot as contin-
uous and unsegmented data streams (e.g., the audio stream from
a microphone, visual streams from cameras, and tactile streams
from touch sensors). The internal self-organization facilitated
by the architecture enables experience-based generalization.

B. Handling the Missing Context

The architecture module shown in Fig. 9 is essentially an
online adaptive associator from each context input. It cannot
look ahead and predict sufficiently far. If a follow-up context
is missing, the IHDR tree will give a badly matched state and
the agent’s behavior is not predictable. To handle the missing
context, we augmented the cognitive module by adding another
IHDR tree (Fig. 10). The new tree is identical to the old one in
the architecture except that it is associated with a prototype up-
dating queue (PUQ). We call the original tree the reality tree
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Fig. 10. The enhanced cognitive mapping module.

or R-tree and the added one the priming tree or P-tree. The
goal of PUQ for the P-tree is to enable a looking-ahead (farther
priming) mechanism. The PUQ maintains a list of pointers to the
sequence of consecutive primed context retrieved by the P-tree.
At every time instance, a pointer to a newly retrieved primed
context enters the PUQ from the right end, while the oldest one
moves out from the left end. When the pointers are kept in PUQ,
the primed contexts they point to are updated with a recursive
model adapted from -learning [30]

(13)
where is the primed context at time instance , repre-
sents the number of times has been updated, and is a
time-discount rate ( ). is an amnesic parameter used
to give more weight on the newer data points, which is typically
positive, e.g., .

Reorganizing (13), we have

(14)

which shows more clearly that a primed context is up-
dated by averaging its last version and the time-dis-
counted version of the current primed context .
In this way, the information embedded in the future context,

in model (13), is recursively backpropagated into
earlier primed contexts. Therefore, (13) is effectively a predic-
tion model. When an earlier context is recalled, it contains the
expected future information. Note that this kind of manipula-
tion on context can only be done on a numerical representation,
which makes the power of numerical representation clear.

To view this effect more intuitively, we show the behavior
of the prediction model in a simple example. Suppose the
primed contexts appearing over time are represented by a
series of scalars. A scalar with a value of 1 means the primed
context contains certain information, while 0 means no infor-
mation is embedded. An example of a series of the primed
contexts is shown with a solid line in Fig. 11(a), where there
is certain information over the five consecutive time instances
( ) and nothing elsewhere. Applying the
model (13) with , , and a PUQ of size 30, we
get the dotted line in Fig. 11(a) where the information has been
backpropagated with the peak appearing at . In other

Fig. 11. The behavior of prediction model (13) with different , , and PUQ
size.

Fig. 12. Handling the missing context.

words, at an earlier time instance, the model predicts about
65% of the information.

Three parameters have influence on the behavior of model
(13): the time-discount rate , the amnesic parameter , and the
size of the PUQ. As shown in Fig. 11(b), a larger discounts
future information, while a larger enables the model to use
higher weight for the newly propagated data (faster learning).
The performance is not very sensitive to the PUQ size, but the
PUQ should be long enough so that the newly entered primed
context can still affect the one that is about be moved out of the
PUQ.

With the prediction model (13), the process of handling
missing context can be viewed in Fig. 12. At each time in-
stance, the robot decides the primed context, especially the
primed action, based upon the observed last context. At the
same time, the operations in PUQ enable the primed contexts
to be backpropagated over time. When there is a missing
context, e.g., missing “Left,” “Right,” and “Upper,” the primed
action will still be executed because of the newly established
association between the last contexts and the primed contexts
in the P-tree, shown in Fig. 12 as “new association.” Therefore,
one way to look at the roles played by the R-tree and the P-tree
is as follows: both trees do the mapping from the last context
to the primed context. While the R-tree primes the immediate
mapping, the P-tree primes the near future.

C. The Value System

One problem of having a double-tree system in the cognitive
mapping module is decision making. When both trees provide
action vectors, which action should the agent choose and send
to the effectors? This is the responsibility of the value system.
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Fig. 13. The comparison of a system with and without intermodal attention.

Subsumption [36] is a simple example of a value system, while
the state-action value in -learning is another one.

In the work presented, each primed context is associated
with a primed value . An initial value is assigned when a
prototype is stored in the IHDR tree. If there is an action im-
posed at the time, the initial value is set to be 1. Otherwise, it is
0. Since the prediction model (13) is also applied to this value
when the primed context enters the PUQ, the value will be dis-
tributed among consecutive primed contexts. In addition to this
value, another factor affecting decision making is the degree of
the match , the Euclidean distance between the last context
, and the prototype state retrieved by the tree. A small

means that the agent recalls the new context with a high confi-
dence and, therefore, the decision is reliable.

Put the above two items together, we build a quantity called
confidence index

(15)

where is a small number to avoid a zero denominator. The
action selector in Fig. 10 compares the confidence indices as-
sociated with the action vectors given by both the R-tree and
the P-tree. If the higher confidence index is larger than a preset
threshold, the corresponding action vector gets through and goes
to the corresponding effector.

D. Intermodal Attention

We have two trees doing different mappings and a value
system selecting the outputs from them. The robot is still unable
to do task transfer without a intermodal attention mechanism,
as shown in Fig. 2.

In the work presented here, we consider two major sensory
modalities. The external one is audition, and the internal one
is the sensation of the agent action. The internal sensation
is important because it informs the agent its current status
of action which may affect its later behavior, as discussed
in Section II-A. One way of treating these two modalities is
to put the sensation vectors together as a single last context
entering the IHDR tree. However, we will see that such a
naive method does not work.

First, we need to understand that a last context covers a short
duration instead of a single time instance. That means there is
still some nonsilent auditory sensation presented to the robot
even when an utterance is finished. The same thing happens to
the action sensation. To graphically explain this, we represent
the (auditory or action) sensation with a series of numbered bars
in Fig. 13. As shown in the legend of Fig. 13, each numbered
bar covers the sensation over a short history.

Since there are two sensing modalities, the last context at each
time instance is described by a pair of numbered bars, each for
the auditory sensation and the action sensation, respectively. For
example, the first last context shown in Fig. 13 is ,
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where represents the last auditory sensation and rep-
resents the last action sensation. The external action is also pre-
sented as a numbered bar in Fig. 13. Notice that the sensed ac-
tion is the external action at the last time instance. Therefore, the
action sensation is a shifted bar sequence of the external action.
In general, a blank bar means that no sound or action is sensed
or executed.

During training, the teacher gives all three commands, “start”
( ), “one” ( ), and “two” ( ). The R-tree learns the im-
mediate mapping from a last context to a primed context which
includes a primed action. This mapping is shown by the solid
arrows in Fig. 13. The P-tree learns a mapping with prediction
to a near future, as shown with the dash arrows in Fig. 13. The
choice to execute the primed action of the R-tree or the P-tree is
made by the value system.

Now, we take a look at a system running without an inter-
modal attention. During testing, after the utterance of “start,” the
P-tree successfully gives the mapping
and the value system chooses the output of the P-tree as the ex-
ternal action. Everything is perfect so far. Unfortunately, the last
context configuration in the next time instance
has never showed up during training, leading to unpredictable
behavior. Then, the new task skill fails to be acquired.

A intermodal attention mechanism will resolve the problem.
Notice that although has never appeared during
training, the action bar 1 is always followed by the action bar
2. Suppose the robot pays attention to its action sensation only
(the action bar 1) after it starts to move during training. Then,
the auditory bar 2 and bar 3 will not appear in the auditory sen-
sation part of the last context configuration. Now, we have the
last context configuration of that is mapped to the
external action by the R-tree. When action 1 is finished,
the attention to auditory sensation should be restored to sense
the utterance of “two,” and the similar attention switch to ac-
tion sensation is needed after action 2 starts to be executed. In
general, the selective attention brings related information to the
recognition process.

In summary, we need an attention selection mechanism that
can switch between the two sensation channels. A principle for
attention selection is that the channel with higher short-term
variation is more salient and would receive the exclusive at-
tention. To do this, we designed a simple intermodal attention
module, the channel selector shown in Fig. 10. The eligibility of
each modality channel (candidate for attention) is defined as the
standard deviation of the magnitude of the sensation
from this channel, computed incrementally as

where is the amnesic parameter to give more weight to the
new samples. With an appropriate , would represent
the short-term variation of the sensation. The channel selector
implementsa“winner-takes-all”criterionbasedontheeligibility.
It passes the signals from the winning channel and blocks
the signals from the losing channel by replacing it with zero
vectors.

E. Single-Level Algorithm

As a summary of the above, at each time instance, the agent
executes the following learning process repeatedly until the
power is off. Since there are no explicitly separated training
and testing sessions, the algorithm is executed while the agent
is “alive.”

1) Collect the sensation from both the auditory sensor ,
and the action sensor .

2) The channel attention selector (Fig. 10) forms a single sen-
sation vector (the last context), , by re-
placing or with a zero vector.

3) Both the R-tree and the P-tree search the best matched pro-
totype from , using their IHDR tree, respectively.

4) The best-matched states, or the prototypes and
are retrieved from the two trees together with their associ-
ated primed contexts and , respectively.

5) If there is an imposed action , the primed action part
of is set to be and its associated value is set
to be 1. Otherwise, the primed action part of is set to
be a zero vector (the default nonaction) and its associated
value is also set to be 0.

6) Compute the confidence index using (15) for both trees
and decide the external action . Its associated value
is termed as .

7) The primed context from the P-tree enters the PUQ
and each entry in the PUQ is updated from right to left
according to model (13). Specifically, the sensation part is
updated using , the action part using , and the
value part using , recursively through the PUQ.

8) Send to the corresponding effectors.

IV. MULTILEVEL ARCHITECTURE

The artificial agent with the single-level architecture effec-
tively learned simple actions and developed complex behaviors
through communicative learning, as demonstrated in Section V.
Since the PUQ backpropagates primed contexts which include
the primed value, the single-level architecture, in theory, is ca-
pable of behavior shaping through the reinforcement feedback,
which is important in order to allow teacher errors or to allow
the learner to explore on its own. However, the preliminary ex-
periments were not as successful as we expected.

A further investigation showed that the difficulties originated
from the practice of the numeric representation. Due to the pre-
diction model (13) and the PUQ, the primed context of a par-
ticular primitive prototype would be propagated to other proto-
types so that multiple primitive prototypes may have a similar
primed context. In the real-world application, exact contexts are
not guaranteed to be repeated, which means all the propagated
primitive prototypes may not show up in the following training
session. As a result, while we may adjust the primed contexts of
some primitive prototypes, we may not be able to adjust all the
propagated ones. In other words, with the numeric representa-
tion, a new challenge is to generalize the sensorimotor associ-
ations without tedious prototype-by-prototype learning, which
we call the “abstraction-from-signals” issue.

To solve this problem, we designed an architecture with mul-
tiple levels of sensorimotor systems, as shown in Fig. 14. The
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Fig. 14. A two-level architecture of SAIL.

Fig. 15. Internal mechanism of the two-level architecture.

higher level one had coarse granularity both in space and in time.
The function of the higher level system was to evaluate and tune
the behaviors of the lower level system.

We call the whole module of Fig. 10 the level building element
(LBE) corresponding to a single sensorimotor system. The new
architecture has two levels of LBEs. All of the LBEs run the al-
gorithm of Section III-E, except that the second-level one takes
the primed sensations of the lower level one as the input. The un-
derlying idea of the two-level system is as follows: Due to the
prediction model (13), the primed sensation vectors are an av-
eraged version of its future context vectors. This means that the
vectors which used to fall into different primitive prototypes in
the first level LBE may be grouped into one primitive pro-
totype of the second level LBE , as shown in Fig. 15. As a
result, even though it may be rare for a particular primitive pro-
totype to be revisited in , it is very likely for to cover the
context represented by this primitive prototype when a similar

context appears. The above soft abstraction enables the gener-
alization.

To choose actions from multiple levels, checks the value
of the action from that is closest to the one selected by .
If it is larger than zero, the corresponding control signals would
be sent to the effectors. Otherwise, the action would be blocked.
In other words, no action would be taken. The value given by

will enter as an internal reward so the behavior of will
be tuned even if there is no constant environment feedback.

In the current implementation, the R-tree of was not used.
It will be used when an even higher level is built through further
development. To quickly assign the reward to the right context,
a credit-assignment criterion is preprogrammed by targeting the
reward to the starting point of a recently conducted action, as
shown in Fig. 15.

A. Multilevel Algorithm

In summary, the following is the developmental learning al-
gorithm of the two-level system at each time instance. The pro-
cedure is run repeatedly until the power is off.

1) Collect the sensation from both the auditory sensor ,
and the action sensor .

2) For , do steps 2) through 5) of the single-level algo-
rithm of Section III-E. Denote the primitive prototypes
retrieved by R-tree and P-tree as and , re-
spectively. Find the primed context with highest confident
index among the primed contexts associated with
and and denote it as .

3) Take the primed sensation part of as the input to
and do steps 2) through 5) of the single-level algorithm
of Section III-E for . Denote the primitive prototype
retrieved by P-tree as . Find the primed context of

with the primed action part most similar to that of
and denote it as . Let enter the PUQ of

and update according to model (13). For updating , use

4) If the value of is larger than zero, send the primed
action part of to the corresponding effectors. Other-
wise, send the zero vector to the corresponding effectors.

5) Let enter the PUQ of and update according to
model (13). For updating , use

where is the value of .
From the above discussions, we can see that the role of

is effectively a module evaluating the behaviors of . This
means that our system has some characteristics of the well-
known actor-critic methods [37, p. 151]. The major differences
here are: 1) our method starts from raw sensors instead of sym-
bolic input; 2) both the “critic” and the “actor” learn
from the environment; and 3) the critic is not task-specific. It
gives the system a quicker response to the change of the envi-
ronment by not allowing the actor to wait until the critic real-
izes the change. Another important characteristic of our system
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Fig. 16. The GUI of AudioDeveloper. (a) During online learning. (b) After online learning.

is that the “critic” and the “actor” have similar architecture and
learn in the same manner, which makes the architecture more
systematic. was motivated by higher order cortex in the bio-
logical system [38], but further discussion is beyond the scope
of this paper.

V. EXPERIMENTS ON THE AUDIODEVELOPER

SOFTWARE AGENT

The AudioDeveloper is a real-time (software) agent that im-
plements the proposed agent model to learn basic sensorimotor
skills and do task transfer. Everything outside the agent is called
environment, which includes the physical world around the PC
on which AudioDeveloper is running. The human teacher is part
of the environment.

The agent can interact with the environment only through
its sensors and effectors, and there exist no other channels be-
tween the agent and the environment. The sensors include the
following.

1) An external microphone. It is called an (innately) unbiased
sensor since the value system does not associate its input
to any particular value at the birth time.

2) An external reward sensor. It is an (innately) biased sensor
because the value system associates its input to particular
values: 1 is good and is bad. At each state , the value
system selects action that leads to highest estimated value

. It resembles a combination of “sweet sensor” and
“pain sensor.”

3) An internal sensor for every external effector to sense the
control value of that effector. In the sensorimotor system,
such sensors are realized by neural projections, and not
realized by neural receptors. However, for clarification, the
SASE agent [26], [25] must sense its own actions so that its
decision can depend on the status of the external effectors.

4) An internal sensor for every internal effector. In the work
presented here, the only internal effector is the intermodel
attention selection, i.e., paying attention to the microphone
input (external) or to its own action (internal).

The effectors include the following.
1) Three external action effectors, named , , , etc., sim-

ulating a three-joint arm. Each takes the value 0 or 1 at any
time. When , the joint action represented by is
“carried on,” , 2, 3. Otherwise, the action is not car-
ried on.

2) A single internal effector, the intermodel attention selector
as described above.

The sound was digitized at 11.025 kHz. The 13-order Mel-
frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [39] were computed
over every auditory frame of 256 sample points. Two consec-
utive auditory frames overlapped each other with 56 sample
points. Therefore, the start points of each two consecutive audi-
tory frame is separated by 200 sample points (about 18.1 ms),
which was also the interval for each execution cycle in the en-
hanced cognitive mapping. In order to cover a short speech
phrase, each last context composed of 30 consecutive auditory
frames (about 0.54 s), which amounts to an auditory feature
vector of dimensions. The reward sensor, the
external effector sensor, and the internal effector sensor have
the dimensions of one, three, and one, respectively, within each
auditory frame. For every vector of last context, the total dimen-
sion is .

We need to simulate a compliant arm where its action can be
imposed by a teacher. For example, the mother can hold the arm
of her child to teach him how to draw. Through the AudioDe-
veloper, we allow the human teacher to directly assign value
to every external effector in real-time through the GUI, which
is directly executed by the corresponding external effector and
sensed by the dedicated internal sensor. However, such external
imposition of action cannot be applied to internal effectors.
For example, the mother cannot impose a control value to the
internal attention selector of her child. In other words, action
for internal effectors must either be innate reflex (programmed)
or learned without external imposition (e.g., through reinforce-
ment learning). In our work, the internal effector, attention
selection, has an innate reflex based on the competition of two
channels: The channel with the larger amount of recent relative
change wins the attention.

The simulated agent AudioDeveloper provides a detailed per-
formance record and ground truth that are not readily available
from a real robot. The AudioDeveloper served as a testbed for
the developmental program before the implementation of the
real robot.

In the GUI (Fig. 16), the top panel shows the audio waves
from the microphone. The rewards, reactions (action of the
agent), the imposed actions (from the teacher), and the eli-
gibility (information used by internal attention selection) are
shown in real-time in the second to fifth panel. The horizontal
axis is the real-time.
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The developmental program was designed and implemented
without any task-specific information. The agent learns while
interacting with the real world. The purpose of each training
session is in the mind of the trainer only. The trainer creates ar-
ranged experience to enable the AudioDeveloper to acquire the
desired sensorimotor skills and to use those skills to continu-
ously develop more complex skills by transferring previously
learned skills.

In next section, we first present an experiment that involves
a single speaker. In Section V-B, we present an experiment that
involves multiple speakers to demonstrate the scalability of the
proposed method to multiple speakers without a need to rewrite
the developmental program.

A. Single-Speaker Experiment

The single-speaker experiment is divided into two steps.
(1) The agent learns basic sensorimotor skills by following
verbal commands. (2) The agent learns complex sensorimotor
skills by following new verbal commands through task transfer.
All of the learning of the above two steps is done in the same
operational mode as required by development, i.e., real-time
physical interactions between the agent and the environment.
As discussed above, whether an interaction is for training or
testing is only in the mind of the teacher. In the following
discussion, when we mention the test session, we simply mean
“freezing” any changes to the cognitive mapping module so
that we may evaluate the developed system.

The procedure of the training session of Step 1) is as follows.
1) A verbal command is spoken to the AudioDeveloper.
2) At the end of the utterance, a corresponding action is im-

posed by pressing a button in the toolbar of the AudioDe-
veloper.

3) Wait for 3–4 s and go back to 1.2
The above training process is a grounded speech learning step

that has been discussed in detail in our developmental audition
work [21], [35]. This is challenging because the verbal utterance
has a certain temporal duration (about 0.5 s) and the imposed
action is delayed randomly within a small time window. Each
utterance produces more than 50 vectors as contexts , including
partial covering of the utterance during the onset and offset of
the utterance. These 50 or so context vectors will produce an un-
known number of prototype vectors in the long-term memory
of IHDR. Reliable generalization from these unknown numbers
of prototypes to the correct motor actions in real-time online
settings is very challenging [21], [35].

While supervised learning (i.e., imposed actions in real-time)
was conducted in this experiment, the trainer can also use a rein-
forcer, as we did in [40], but this requires exploration of actions
so that the value of every action can be estimated. Therefore,
training using exploration and a reinforcer is expensive.

After training, the verbal commands were spoken to the Au-
dioDeveloper again with no actions imposed. As shown in the

2This separation period is to make sure the two consecutive commands and
actions are well separated from each other. As long as this separation require-
ment is fulfilled, the exact length of the period will not impact the performance
of agent. This principle also applies to the training sessions we will introduce
in the following sections.

experimental results below, the AudioDeveloper correctly con-
ducted the appropriate action one, action two, and action three,
after the verbal commands, “one,” “two,” and “three,” respec-
tively. This completes Step 1), learning basic skills.

The training session of Step 2), learning more complex skills
from transfer of previously learned sensorimotor skills, is as fol-
lows. While continuously running the agent which has learned
the basic sensorimotor skills, the trainer does the following.

1) Speak verbal command “start” followed by verbal com-
mand “one,” to the AudioDeveloper. The verbal command
“one” will invoke action one based on previously acquired
sensorimotor skills. Perform a few practices. Wait for 3–4 s
between each practice.

2) Speak verbal command “start” only. If the agent carried
out action one, it is a success of transfer, based on the ar-
ranged experience. If action one does not follow the verbal
command “start,” repeat the above steps a few times more.

3) To transfer other skills into those complex sensorimotor
skills, the trainer may speak verbal command “two” at the
end of the action one which is now invoked by “start.” The
verbal command “two” will invoke action two based on
the previously acquired sensorimotor skills. Perform a few
practices. Wait for 3–4 s between each practice.

4) At the end of action one, do not speak verbal command
“two.” If the agent invokes action two at the end of action
one, it is a success of transfer based on the arranged expe-
rience. Practice a few times.

5) The above can be repeated to extend the length of the de-
sired action sequence, until the agent reliably responds to
the verbal command “start” with the intended action se-
quence one, two, and three, without the need of verbal hints
“one,” “two,” and “three.” Practice a few times.

As can be seen, the trainer can speak the verbal hint for the
next action as soon as the previous action ends. He can either
extend the sequence one verbal hint at a time or train the entire
sequence by providing verbal hints at the right contexts.

Fig. 17 shows a fraction of this training session. In Fig. 17, the
upper panel presents the energy of the verbal commands along
the time axis. The next three panels display the 3-D action vec-
tors of the R-tree, the P-tree, and the enhanced cognitive map-
ping. The behaviors of the robot were identified by the com-
ponent of the action vector with the maximum value. For ex-
ample, if the first component of the action vector had the max-
imum value, it was identified as action 1. The fifth panel of GUI
shows the confidence of the R-tree and the P-tree on their out-
puts. The bottom panel shows the attention of the system over
the auditory and action sensation channels. The sequence of the
external action vectors shows that the system successfully re-
sponded to commands “one,” “two,” and “three,” accordingly.

Let us take a closer look at how the system behaved around
time instance 100 when the command “one” was being spoken
(Fig. 18). Note that the confidence subplot is shown in a semi-
logarithmic way in this figure. At time instance 98, the P-tree
started to show a significant trend to conduct action one and it
had a higher confidence than the R-tree. So, the enhanced cogni-
tive mapping fired the external action one. Once the action was
started, the attention was switched from the auditory sensation
channel to the action sensation channel. With the sensation for
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Fig. 17. A fraction of the training session of Step 2).

the starting of action one, the R-tree began to have higher con-
fidence and continued to conduct action one until time instance
104 when the R-tree decided to stop the action. For a better view
of the transition of the confidence of the R-tree and the P-tree
between time instances 100 and 104, the reader is referred to
Fig. 17.

After Step 2) training, the system has acquired more complex
sonsorimotor skills. If only the composite command “start” was
given, the system successfully repeated the action sequence,
one, two, and three, as shown in Fig. 19. Again, let us give
the system behavior a closer look as shown in Fig. 20, which
expands the time axis around time instance 460.3 During the
training, an utterance of “start” was always followed by an
utterance of “one.” Due to the backpropagation of the primed
context, upon hearing “start,” the P-tree learned to produce
the primed context associated with “one.” Therefore, without
hearing “one” during testing, the P-tree started to have a sig-
nificant trend of executing action one after hearing “start” at
time instance 464. Since the P-tree also had a higher confidence
than the R-tree at that time, action one was fired as the external
action of the enhanced cognitive mapping. The attention was
then switched to the action sensation channel at time instance
465 and the R-tree took over until action one was stopped at
time instance 471, since it had a higher confidence (see Fig. 19
for an expanded view of confidence).

With the numerical representation, an utterance of a verbal
command typically corresponds to multiple primitive proto-
types saved in the IHDR tree, depending on the duration and the

3The confidence subplot is shown as semi-logarithmic.

auditory changes of the utterance. During training, the primed
context of all of these multiple prototypes may be changed
because of the primed context backpropagation. Therefore,
there were multiple primitive prototypes in the P-tree to start
action one. If the basic action was too short, it could be fired for
a second time. That is why we see the action repeated after the
system finished it once at time instance 472. In the real world,
the duration of an action is typically longer than an utterance.
So such action repetition would be avoided as shown on a real
robot in the experiment below.

Similar to the case that “start” elicited action one during
training, the P-tree “saw” that action one was followed by the
utterance of “two” repeatedly. Therefore, the primed context
of the verbal “two” was backpropagated to the last context
of seeing action one. As a result, the P-tree started to show a
high confidence of conducting action two at time instance 480,
although verbal “two” was not presented. The above process
was repeated until the end of action three, which means the
agent successfully learned to conduct the entire new task.

B. Multiple-Speaker Experiment

The above experimental results were obtained with the in-
teraction between the AudioDeveloper and one speaker. To test
the AudioDeveloper with wider sensory variance, we conducted
an experiment involving multiple speakers. The procedure for
training the agent is the same as the single-speaker experiment.
The difference is how many speakers contributed to the auditory
commands.
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Fig. 18. A closer look at the training session of Step 2).

To save human efforts in training the AudioDeveloper,
first we built another software agent, the AudioTeacher, as a
“teacher.” It played prerecorded sounds through the computer
speaker and gave imposed actions to the AudioDeveloper
through a messaging mechanism between processes. The audi-
tory data was taken from the number data set contributed by 63
people with a variety of nationalities (American native English
speakers and non-native English speakers who were Chinese,
French, Indian, Malaysian, and Spanish) and ages (from 18
to 50). Each person made five utterances for each of the ten
isolated numbers, one to ten. In this experiment, we only used
the utterances of “one,” “two,” and “ten,” where the first two
were the simple commands and the last one was the composite
command. Among the five utterances of each number, three
were used in training and two were used in testing. In effect, in
Step 2) testing, only the utterances of the composite command
were needed.

The AudioTeacher was programmed to lead the two-step
training process, as discussed in Section V-A. Since we did
not have enough speech data from each subject, the data was
replayed after each round. We call one cycle through the data
set “an epoch.” In Step 1) training, one epoch was sufficient for
the AudioDeveloper to acquire the simple actions and reached
a high correct rate ( ). The failed cases were those where
the AudioDeveloper did not recognize the simple command.
In these cases, the AudioDeveloper simply did not do anything
since the action selector in Fig. 10 did not allow any action
vectors to be passed to the effectors when the confidence index,
which was a function of both the primed value and the good-
ness of match between a last context and a primitive prototype,

was lower than a predefined threshold. In Step 2) training, the
AudioDeveloper needed multiple epochs (reviews and prac-
tices) for the new task because of the need of backpropagation
through the PUQ, similar to the need to establish a reliable
temporal pairing as in child learning. We stopped the Step 2)
training after 20 epochs. Starting from epoch six of the Step 2)
training, the cognitive mapping was saved after each epoch for
later performance evaluation.

The training process took about 6 hours for the 63 subjects’
data. While the total storage size of the cognitive mapping mod-
ules reached 482 MB, the AudioDeveloper still worked in real-
time thanks to the logarithmic time complexity of the IHDR
trees. Specifically, the average execution time in each execution
step is 4.6 ms, well under the real-time interval of one frame of
speech data, 18.1 ms.

Although Step 1) training enabled the AudioDeveloper
to conduct simple actions upon hearing simple commands,
the composite command would not elicit any action of the
AudioDeveloper in the beginning of Step 2) training. As the
Step 2) training session went on, the composite command
started to elicit the first simple action one, the first part of the
new task. Denoted as C.R.1, the correct rate was evaluated
as follows. If the AudioDeveloper made action one, once or
several times after a composite command was spoken, we
counted it as a successful acquisition of the first part of the new
task. Otherwise, it was a failure. With more Step 2) training,
C.R.1 gradually increased. In addition, the composite com-
mand started to elicit the whole new task, which was action one
followed by action two. Denoted as C.R.2, this correct rate was
evaluated as follows. After a composite command was spoken,
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Fig. 19. A fraction of the test session of Step 2).

if the AudioDeveloper made action one, once or several times
followed by action two, once or several times, we counted it
as a successful acquisition of the new task. Otherwise, it was
a failure. Table I shows the C.R.1 and C.R.2. after each epoch
in the Step 2) training. As expected, action one was acquired
earlier than the acquisition of the whole new task. After 20
epochs of Step 2) training, the AudioDeveloper learned the new
task reliably with a correct response rate of about 93%.

Note that the sensorimotor association for the composite
command was realized by the P-tree, which involved the PUQ
mechanism. As discussed in Section III-B, the function of PUQ
was to backpropagate the primed context so that a last context
could elicit a primed action far in the future. The backpropa-
gation took time, or more precisely, required the reappearance
of the last contexts of interest in order to update their primed
contexts. Consequently, while the correct rate for the simple
commands reached a high level very quickly ( after one
epoch) because of the “one-instance” learning capability of
IHDR, the correct rate for the composite command improved
gradually to 93%.

In the 7% of failed cases, the complex command did not
elicit any actions of the AudioDeveloper. These 7% of failed
cases were related to three subjects. We examined them one
by one and found that the reasons for failure were the same:
these three subjects’ utterances were very short. In the Step 2)
training, the AudioTeacher was programmed to play the com-
posite command and the simple commands one after the other.
When the utterances were very short, the two consecutive com-
mands sounded like one word to the AudioDeveloper. Appar-
ently, the AudioDeveloper could not recognize these “strange”

words and decided not to respond. Since the simple commands
were not recognized correctly, the Step 2) training was not truly
effective. After adjusting the separation time between the utter-
ances for these three subjects to be about 0.5 s, the new task
was successfully acquired after about ten epochs. A lesson we
learned here is that it is important to provide sufficient pause
time between tasks to avoid unwanted association, a phenom-
enon well recognized in animal learning.

Although for experiments some particular task examples
have to be used, the developmental program is not written for
any particular task. For example, after programming, a sensory
context can be any short verbal phrase in any language, what
verbal phrase is associated with what action is arbitrary, and
the number and the length of complex sensorimotor sequence
are not fixed. This has not been done before.

VI. EXPERIMENTS ON THE SAIL ROBOT

SAIL, shown in Fig. 5(I), is a human-size mobile robot house-
made at Michigan State University. It has a drive-base, a six-
joint robot arm, a neck, and two pan-tilt units on which two
CCD cameras (eyes) are mounted. A wireless microphone func-
tions as an ear. SAIL has four pressure sensors on its torso and
28 touch sensors on its eyes, arm, neck, and bumper. Its main
computer is a dual-processor PII PC workstation with 512 MB
RAM and an internal 27 GB three-drive disk array. All the sen-
sory information processing, memory recall and update, as well
as effector controls were done in real-time.

We have conducted some experiments on the SAIL robot by
interacting with it through its auditory sensor, a microphone,
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Fig. 20. A closer look at the test session of Step 2).

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF AUDIODEVELOPER TRAINED BY MULTIPLE USERS

and the microswitch sensors on its arm. One of the switch sen-
sors was defined as a dedicated sensor to accept reinforcement
signals. Specifically, if the reading of that sensor was positive,
the reward was 1, and if the reading was negative, the reward
was . Two other switch sensors were used to impose the four
basic arm actions, drawing four petals, as shown in Fig. 5(II).

First, we taught the robot the basic actions in the same way
as we did in Section V. Specifically, the training process went
as follows: (1) The trainer spoke one of the verbal commands
(“one,” “two,” “three,” or “four”) in this experiment. (2) At the
end of the utterance, the trainer pressed the switch sensor of
SAIL to impose the corresponding one of the four petal drawing
actions. (3) Wait for 3–4 s and go back to (1). The trainer needed
to repeat some of the commands for SAIL to practice. However,
according to our observation, within three repeats, a single be-
havior can be established with the correct rate of 95%–100%.
This type of fast learning is not possible with iterative mapping
learning algorithms such as artificial neural networks (see the
discussions in [29] and [41]). However, it is accomplished here
thanks to IHDR, which enables fast, one-instance learning. The
main reason is that IHDR dynamically creates new parameters

in the form of microclusters as explained above, instead of iter-
atively adjusting a fixed number of parameters.

The internal clusters of IHDR for auditory inputs are not
meaningful for visualization (see Fig. 16). Figs. 17–20 are
meant to visualize the developmental process. Clusters of
visual inputs are more intuitive for visualization [28], [41].

A. Behavior Extinction

We first report an experiment showing how to “extinct” the
established behaviors of the robot. The training process goes as
follows: (1) The trainer speaks “one.” (2) If the robot moves its
arm, the trainer presses a reward switch sensor to give a punish-
ment. (3) Wait for 3–4 s and go back to (1).

To trace the internal changes of the robot, we saved the in-
formation related to decision making at every time step at an
interval of about 20 ms. The upper panel of Fig. 21(a) shows
the sound volume along the time axis. The vertical dash lines
show the time instances when the robot started the upper-petal
drawing. Among them, the first one is when the trainer imposed
the action. The lower panel of Fig. 21(a) shows the changes of

values of the two actions associated with a particular primi-
tive prototype. A nonaction means the robot stays still and ac-
tion 1 means upper-petal drawing. In the real-time experiment,
there were typically more than 1000 primitive prototypes saved
in each IHDR tree. We got hold of the best matched primitive
prototype when it was retrieved. For the time instances when
a particular primitive prototype was not retrieved, we simply
show its value when it was retrieved previously. Therefore,
the value of a particular prototype-action pair changed only
when the prototype was visited. This was also the reason why
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Fig. 21. (a) The behavior changes of SAIL with the two-level architecture. (b) The behavior changes of SAIL with the one-level architecture.

the changes of the values showed up much later than the re-
inforcement signals. However, we do see the value of action
1 starts to grow after the action was imposed. At the same time,
that of the nonaction dropped. This means the robot gradually
preferred action 1 to the nonaction. After receiving a punish-
ment reinforcement signal at the time instance shown by the
vertical dash line in the lower panel of Fig. 21(a), the robot’s
preference reversed by the changing values. From the upper
panel, we can see that the previously established behavior was
extinct thereafter.

For comparison, we did the same experiment on a single-level
system. As shown in Fig. 21(b), although the system can es-
tablish the actions, it took it much longer to extinct the estab-
lished behavior, which shows the power of the multilevel ar-
chitecture. In animal learning, persistent zero reward can also
extinct a learned behavior. The same is true for our compu-
tational model (propagating zero rewards) but the extinction
process takes longer than the one with negative rewards. Ac-
cording to Pavlov [1], extinction is not simply unlearning what
has been learned. For example, conditioning may proceed more
rapidly with previously extinguished conditioned stimuli than
with novel stimuli [17]–[19]. The memory of previously extin-
guished conditioned stimuli, similar to what IHDR stores, might
help the rapid reacquisition. A higher level process may be also
involved, in addition to the sensorimotor process modeled here.

B. Task Transfer

In this experiment, we taught the robot to do the composite
action. The training process goes as follows: (1) A trainer speaks
“start,” followed by “one,” “two,” “three,” and “four.” (2) Wait
for 3–4 s and go back to (1). This is a process where the trainer
teaches the system to do the composite action through verbal
instructions. After repeating the procedure several times, the
trainer speaks only “start.” If the robot performs the actions con-
tinuously until action , where , 2, 3, or, 4, we count it
as a success up to action . Apparently, when , the robot
learned the whole new task. Fig. 22 shows that the SAIL robot

Fig. 22. The SAIL robot learned the new task after verbal instructions by
human trainers.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF SAIL DOING TASK TRANSFER

Fig. 23. The average execution time of the two-level system in each execution
step is lower than 18.1 ms, the required interval of each speech frame.

learned to draw the whole four-petal flower upon hearing the
new command by transferring previously learned skills.

We repeated (20 times) the experiment of teaching SAIL to
draw individual petals and the four-petal flower. Each experi-
ment took about 30 to 40 min. Since each petal drawing move-
ment took the robot about 4 to 5 s, the total training time was
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Fig. 24. The node distribution and primitive prototype distribution in the trees. (a) R-tree of the first level LBE. (b) P-tree of the first level LBE. (c) P-tree of the
second level LBE.

relatively long considering the fact that only one speaker was in-
volved. Table II shows that there was one case among 20 when
the robot failed to learn the whole new task. In that particular
case, the robot confused the command “start” with the command
“three” because the onsets of these two words [ ] and [ ] are
similar. As a result, the command “start” sometimes elicited ac-
tion one followed by action two, and sometimes elicited action
three.

C. Execution Time and Memory Size

The IHDR trees keep clusters (similar to developed neurons),
instead of raw samples which are potentially unlimited. Typi-
cally, the more complex the sound distribution is, the larger the
trees are due to the need to recruit more clusters (neurons), and
larger tree sizes mean (slightly) longer retrieval time because the
IHDR has a logarithmic time complexity. To push the system
to its extremes in terms of tree size, we played loud music and
recorded the execution time of above computations within each
time step.

Fig. 23 shows that the execution time tended to grow at the
beginning and it flattened out after about 100 s, an indication of
the logarithmic time complexity. Overall, the execution time of
each time cycle is well under the interval of 18.1 ms, though it
varies all the time because a primitive prototype may be stored
at or retrieved from different depths of the trees. The total size of
the three trees reached about 300 MB after 550 s of “music lis-
tening.” We do not expect that the time is a major issue for very
large IHDR trees because of its logarithmic time complexity.
To provide an idea of the structure of the trees, some struc-
ture data about the resulted IHDR trees are shown in Fig. 24,
where the horizontal axes denote the depth of the tree and the
vertical axes are the number of nodes or primitive prototypes
saved. The P-tree of is significantly smaller than the R-tree
and the P-tree of because of the “grouping” we mentioned
in Section IV.

At the beginning of this paper, we reviewed existing work on
classical conditioning or secondary conditioning using a sym-
bolic internal representation. In the open-ended developmental
framework here, the human trainer is not allowed to gain access
to the internal representation so that similar stimuli are associ-
ated with a single (atomic) representation. Therefore, the cor-
respondence between environmental stimuli and internal rep-
resentation (vector prototypes or neural patterns) are always
many-to-many. Further, the developmental mechanism must en-
able reliable task transfer under not only such many-to-many

correspondences, but also the absence of the hint context re-
quired by the basic skill. In such real-time online learning, only
a few practices are allowed with a very tight time deadline with
a very large memory.

The major factors that made this very challenging learning
mode successful include: 1) the IHDR which automatically
derive hierarchical tree (coarse-to-fine) representation of the
most discriminating features to enable generalization among
similar prototypes; 2) the double-tree architecture that en-
ables the R-tree to predict immediate context and the P-tree
to predict near future; and 3) the multilevel architecture that
enables soft abstraction to further enable generalization across
similar prototypes in the space of internal representation. If
1) was replaced by a nearest neighbor regressor, not only did
performance degrade significantly, but the speed slowed down
to a crawl. If 2) or 3) were absent, the task transfer completely
failed. In fact, 2) and then 3) were added after we experimen-
tally observed a total failure.

Due to the need for avoiding any symbolic representa-
tion for open ended development, no existing computational
work (including those reviewed earlier), other than the one
presented here, is applicable to the challenging 1) real-time,
online, incremental acquisition of basic sensorimotor skills and
2) scaffolding to more complex sensorimotor behaviors through
transfer of previously learned basic skills to open ended new,
but different context settings and task settings. As compared in
[28], no other fast enough regressor comes close in performance
for the high-dimensional input space here, including CART,
C5.0, CO1, and SVM.

VII. CONCLUSION

The capability of transferring previously acquired sensori-
motor skills to new and more complex task settings is crucial
for a robot to autonomously learn an open ended number of
complex sensorimotor skills that are not known during the pro-
gramming time. In this report, we presented a theory, principles,
an architecture, and the computational framework of a develop-
mental agent capable of task transfer. Our experiments showed
that it is theoretically sound and experimentally practical to con-
struct an artificial device that is capable of such task transfer
during its open-ended skill development.

The major conceptual contribution of the work presented here
is a set of principles that unify the traditional explanation-based
human and animal learning types: classical conditioning, instru-
mental conditioning, and task transfer for sensorimotor skills by
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a single online learning, adaptive architecture. From the con-
text prediction perspective, classical conditioning and instru-
mental conditioning are special cases of task transfer. The pre-
sented computational framework explicitly models the predic-
tion mechanism over both external and internal contexts, and
enables the agent to bring the desired context into a close tem-
poral neighborhood for context prediction.

The major technical contributions of the work include the
detailed algorithmic design, and software implementation that
successfully addresses two major technical challenges, missing
context and soft abstraction. Specifically, by extending the back-
propagation idea from Q-learning, the P-tree backpropagates
not only the primed value but also the primed context, thanks
to its numeric representation, in order to realize the near–future
priming. At the same time, the R-tree realizes the immediate
priming. The intermodal selective attention mechanism allows
the agent to choose appropriate inputs to the double-tree map-
pings. The gating system enables the agent to choose appro-
priate outputs from R-tree and P-tree. The above mechanisms
work together to handle the absence of the hint context.

To address soft abstraction, a multilevel architecture is
proposed and implemented. Different levels of sensorimotor
systems have different spatial and temporal granularities. The
lower level has a fine granularity and captures the details of
the wide variation of signals in the real world. The higher level
has coarser granularity and enables the generalization across
similar prototypes in order to efficiently handle the numerical
representation.

These advances are impossible without our prior work that
addressed: 1) automatic feature derivation from high-dimen-
sional sensory inputs of context vectors; 2) incremental gener-
ation and updates for associative mapping; 3) wide variation of
stimuli that correspond to the same action output but without
use of any internal symbolic representation; and 4) scalability
to large memory but still keeping a real-time speed using low
cost PC technology. This is the first work to realize task transfer
under the open-ended developmental mode. Avoiding the use
of any internal symbolic representation is the key to realizing
open-ended development.

Probably having an implication to understanding how hu-
mans form abstract symbolic concepts from raw numerical
sensory inputs, we have demonstrated that symbol-like be-
haviors, including complex phenomena such as task transfer,
can emerge from nonsymbolic distributed vector-type internal
representation without using any internal symbolic represen-
tation. Symbol-free representation is a must for autonomous
development.

This report is an archival journal version of our work started
from 2000 [42], [43]. Other interesting speech research studies
that were parallel with and closely related to our work include
[44] and [45], although fully task-nonspecific incremental open-
ended development was not the objective of their work.

Our future work includes testing the presented architecture
on more sensing modalities and more effectors. Some early
work on this multimodal learning has been done in [46]. In this
paper, we restrict ourselves to task-nonspecific sensorimotor
skill development. The extension to high-level task-nonspecific
autonomous thinking process has been recently proposed by
Weng [47], [48].
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